BEFORE FIRST USE

**IMPORTANT:** Charge the battery overnight, until red LED goes out. Failure to fully charge the battery may permanently reduce its capacity and lifespan.

LOADING

Slide latch release to open door, remove crucible and load with material (if using concentrates, insert pad first). For dry herb, grind to a coarse consistency and load crucible loosely, level to the top. Fit crucible lid securely and return to the unit ensuring there are no gaps between the lid and crucible as you close the door.

SWITCHING ON

Your MV1 arrives in Shipping Mode and is preset for use with dry herbs. To activate the unit, press and hold the Mode Button until a single green LED shows, then release and the current battery level will be displayed. The unit will now wait in Sleep Mode.

If the battery is removed and replaced, you will need to switch the device on as above.

PREPARING FOR USE

Extend the mouthpiece by ¾ inch. Ensure the ribbed heat sink remains level with the top of the device once the mouthpiece is extended.

Triple click the Mode Button to activate Vape Mode, a single green LED will display. After several minutes of inactivity the device will return to Sleep Mode.

VAPING - DRY HERBS

In Vape Mode, press and hold the Vape Button for several seconds, until you feel a long buzz meaning it’s time to vape. Continue to hold the Vape Button and inhale for at least 10 seconds - the longer the draw, the more intense the flavor. Release the Vape Button when done and repeat as desired.

VAPING - CONCENTRATES

Select temperature setting for concentrates and when in Vape Mode, press and hold the Vape Button. You will feel a long buzz; immediately begin inhaling and continue until you feel a second long buzz. This prepares the concentrate for use and a single amber LED will be displayed indicating that you are in Concentrate Mode. When ready, press and hold the Vape Button again and immediately inhale for at least 10 seconds, releasing when done. Repeat as desired.
BATTERY AND TEMPERATURES

Press and hold the Mode Button to display battery level. Release then press and hold again to display current heat setting, indicated by flashing LEDs. Press the Mode Button repeatedly to cycle through preset temperatures.

BATTERY
3 green LEDs indicates full, with 1 flashing green LED indicating it's time to recharge. If the battery is too low to be used, the device will vibrate 3 times with a single flashing red LED displayed.

TEMPERATURES
When using dry herbs, 2 flashing amber LEDs is the default heat setting. To increase vapor intensity select the higher preset, indicated by 3 flashing amber LEDs. For lighter vapor reduce to low, indicated by 1 amber LED. The concentrate preset is indicated by 3 flashing red LEDs.

SAFETY

This device and accessories should be kept out of reach of children.

This device is for use by adults only and is not intended for use by persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the device by a person responsible for their safety.

Do not use in or around water.

Operate only between temperatures of +5°C - +30°C/+41°F - +86°F

Do not attempt to open the battery as doing so will damage the unit and is not covered by any warranties.

To unlock 2 additional favorite settings and increased functionality
Download the App.

LED KEY

BATTERY CHARGE LEVEL INDICATORS
Needs Charging (Flash & Vibrate) Low Charge Medium Charge Fully Charged

TEMPERATURE SETTING INDICATORS
Herb - Low Herb - Medium (Default) Herb - High Concentrate

Vape Mode

BUTTON INTERFACES

Download the smartphone app to get the most out of your MV1 - unlock favorite settings, receive important software updates and more. Find this and the full manual, tips and tricks at:

www.ghostvapes.com
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